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Record highs (and lows) in January’s PPM ratings.  A new year brings a clean start for radio brands, an opportunity to 
freshen the music, spice up the on-air presentation, reinvent promotions and give listeners more reasons to tune in.  A trio of 
formats already has a head start on strengthening their positions this year, thanks to forward ratings momentum in January.  
Take AC, for instance.  Coming off its biggest Holiday ratings in two years, AC programmers leveraged their gains into the 
format’s best January ratings performance since 2013. AC recorded a 7.6 share among 6+ audiences, according to Nielsen, 
a 3% improvement over last January’s 7.4  Hot AC also converted all-time high PPM ratings from the Holiday survey into a 
strong 2015 start, setting a record for the format’s best January to date with a 6.3. In fact, the new Nielsen data shows hot 
AC has gained nearly three full share points since January 2011.  Sports and classic rock also had their best January results 
since Nielsen began tracking national PPM format shares.  On the flipside, news/talk, regional Mexican and rhythmic CHR 
are off to a rocky start to 2015, registering their lowest January PPM ratings ever.  News/Talk still rules the roost as radio’s 
most listened to format among all listeners aged 6+.  But its lead over the No. 2 CHR format shrunk to less than one share 
in January.  Back in 2011, it had more than a two-share lead over AC, then radio’s second most listened to format.  
 

Pre-Super Bowl hoopla spikes sports listening.  This year’s NFL playoffs 
delivered a rush of adrenaline and drama, both on the field and off.  The fever-
pitch that accompanies the run-up to the Super Bowl reached new levels last 
month over the still unresolved Deflategate circus.  All of that fueled explosive 
ratings growth for the sports format.  According to new Nielsen data, it was the 
best January ever in PPM measurement for sports in two key demos:  6+ (5.1) 
and 25-54 (5.7). The format’s 18-34 January results (3.9) were second only to 
January of 2012, when sports notched a 4.2.  Sports outlets in both cities that 
sent teams to the Super Bowl reaped the rewards:  CBS Radio’s “The Sports 
Hub” WBZ-FM, Boston and Bonneville’s “710 ESPN Seattle” KIRO milked the 
moment with their best 6+ shares since the advent of electronic measurement.  
Around the horn, there were dramatic sports radio victories:  CBS Radio’s “The 
Fan” WFAN, New York (101.9, 660) lunged 3.9-4.5 while Chicago sister “The 
Score” WSCR (670) vaulted 2.7-3.4.  Cumulus Media’s KNBR, San Francisco 
(680) charged 3.6-4.3 and CBS’s “97.1 The Ticket” WXYT, Detroit stormed 
6.2-7.0.  BCA’s “The Mighty 1090 AM” XEPRS, San Diego climbed 2.7-3.6 and 
CBS’s “105.7 The Fan” WJZ-FM, Baltimore rushed 4.7-5.9. The new numbers don’t even include listening to the Big Game 
itself, or tune in during the last few days leading up to it. The survey ended on January 28, the Wednesday before game day. 

Millennials are shaking off country radio.  The good news for country is that it reversed a six-book ratings slide in January. 
The format ditched the Holiday doldrums to push 6.8-7.5 among listeners aged 6+.  It was country’s second-highest January 
share in PPM, behind only last year’s 7.7, according to Nielsen. Country is starting the year on an up note, though it hasn’t 
rebounded to its pre-Christmas 8.0 in November and is nearly a share behind the 8.6 it had back in the heady days of July 
2014.  Among listeners aged 25-54, the format matched the January high-water mark of last year (7.5), meaning the two 
best January surveys for country in PPM measurement have come in the last two years.  The bad news is that some of the 
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18-34 year-olds that helped fuel its meteoric rise are drifting away from the format.  Nielsen says January’s 8.6 share of 
listeners aged 18-34 marks the lowest January in two years and the lowest non-holiday book share for country since January 
2013.  Just seven months ago country nailed its best 18-34 PPM numbers (10.6 in June of 2014).  That was two full shares 
above the latest number.  “After two years of consistent 18-34 audience growth, country finds itself this month back at the 
same place it was before that growth trend began,” Nielsen says in a new report.  

Mile High delay as DOJ takes closer look at Entercom-LFM deal.  The Department of Justice has pulled the brake on 
Entercom’s proposed $105 million deal to buy Lincoln Financial Media’s 15 stations.  Concerned about the competitive 
impact of combining the two companies’ Denver clusters, the DOJ issued what’s often called a “second request” to conduct 
a deeper investigation into the deal. “Unfortunately, the second request means there will be some delay in moving ahead 
with this transaction,” CEO David Field said yesterday on a conference call.  Attorneys say the procedure can become a 
fishing expedition that can stretch a deal’s timeline indefinitely.   For now, all Entercom can tell shareholders is a closing may 
go beyond the end of June when it earlier planned to have the deal completed.  The first hint of regulatory hurdles came 
last month when the company agreed to pull its application for review and refile the deal in order to give DOJ attorneys an 
additional 30 days to review the transaction.   “Sports Radio 104.3 The Fan” KKFN has already been earmarked for spin-off 
in order to meet the FCC’s ownership limits.  Field said with its five remaining FMs and three AMs in the market, Entercom 
would control approximately 32% of Denver’s radio billings per Miller Kaplan.  He said that compares to iHeartMedia’s 40% 
share.   Beyond the DOJ issues, Field says LFM’s stations are a “great fit” for Entercom as it allows it to enter three new top 
20 markets: Atlanta, Miami and San Diego.  “We’re very happy with this deal,” he said.  “We believe the Lincoln station group 
will benefit from being part of a focused pureplay radio company.”

Revenue’s up, but Entercom missed the BoSox playoffs in Q4.   They may be the proverbial boys of summer, but in the 
deep cold and snow of winter the Boston Red Sox had an impact on Entercom’s balance sheet.  While revenue climbed 2% 
during the fourth quarter, a year earlier the Sox took flagship WEEI-FM (93.7) to the World Series.  Factor that out, Entercom 
says, and the quarter would have seen billings grow 3.5%.  CFO Steve Fisher says political sales helped pick up some of 
the slack, with the company netting $6.5 million worth of campaign-related ad buys last year.  Overall, 2014 finished up1% 
to $379.8 million. And its net income grew three-times as much.  CEO David Field says the ad climate is “choppy” in the 
early stages of 2015 with revenue currently pacing down 1% compared to a year ago.  Retail, financial services, grocery 
and insurance are among the bright spots.   So too is the company’s in-house, free-standing digital agency Smart Reach 
Digital.  Field says revenue at the division is “growing significantly” although it’s still working off a small base.  “It’s a wonderful 
complement to our core radio business,” he says.

Bressler: Bigger proving to be better among national clients. Wide-ranging ad deals worth $300 million that iHeartMedia 
struck during the past year with Horizon Media and Omnimcom are taking shape, and COO Rich Bressler says they’re 
showing marketers want fewer, but bigger-scale deals with media companies.  It’s a trend he sees helping radio’s largest 
group owner.  “We are working with planners across all agencies, as well as with their radio and outdoor buyers in addition 
to direct relationships with a number of key CMOs at the client level,” he told analysts yesterday during a conference call.  
“Through these coordinated efforts we have increased advertising dollars to our platform.”  He points to a bigger share 
of Taco Bell, Pizza Hut, Discovery Channel, and Experian ad dollars as a result of that outreach.  “Technology has really 
opened up great new ways for us to even add more relationships and further deepen them through social and digital,” 
Bressler said.  He points out the iHeartRadio network averages 90 million unique visitors and the company reaches more 
than 70 million people on social media. That heft, combined with Nielsen’s recent study showing advertisers get an average 
six-to-one return on their radio investments, is getting noticed by clients, according to Bressler.  What’s a local, national or 
digital sale?  Bressler said it’s getting tougher to delineate as the lines blur.  “Because of what’s happening in the way people 
are buying advertising, they are going to continue to blur going forward,” he said. Instead, Bressler said the bottom line is 
probably the best gauge of the radio business in 2015.  To that end, iHeartMedia revenue is pacing 2.3% higher in the first 
quarter, while the core station group revenue is essentially flat (+0.3%).
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‘Widespread support’ at FCC for AM revitalization. As the industry waits for the AM revitalization effort to bear fruit, 
FCC commissioner Ajit Pai is signaling the odds are good that some widely-supported patches like expanding the use of 
FM translators will be approved. Speaking to the North American Broadcasters Association yesterday in Toronto, Pai said 
there has been “widespread support” inside the agency to breathe new life into AM radio.   “It’s no secret that the FCC has 
been deeply divided on many key issues recently,” he said. “AM revitalization is one area where we could come together to 
advance the common good.”   During a trip to a city his family once called home, Pai visited all-news “680 News” CFTR, later 
pointing out it reaches more than 1.3 million people a week.  “So if anyone ever tells you that AM radio doesn’t have a future, 
just point them to 680 News,” he said.   But Pai offered no hint of when the Media Bureau will bring its first round of potential 
fixes to commissioners for a vote, but said he hopes it will be soon.  “Time isn’t on the side of this grand old band,” he said.  
While that may sound dire, Pai noted the typical American or Canadian listens to radio for more than 14 hours a week.  “So 
to anyone who wonders why I’ve devoted a substantial amount of attention to radio during my tenure at the FCC, I have a 
simple two-word answer: radio matters.”

Pai: FCC shouldn’t mandate FM chips in phones.  Beyond revitalizing AM, FCC commissioner Ajit Pai believes there’s a 
bigger, more fundamental challenge to radio.  And it’s probably in your pocket.  Mobile phones may be the go-to device, but 
radio’s reliability during an emergency makes a strong argument for carriers to activate FM chips in handsets, Pai said.  But 
he also believes the FCC shouldn’t mandate inclusion, explaining he views that as a decision that should be left to the market.  
“If there is consumer demand for activating FM chips — and I believe that there is — I am optimistic that we will continue to 
see progress on this issue as a result of commercial negotiations and competitive pressure in the private marketplace,” Pai 
said.   He also told the Symposium on the Future of Radio that Canada’s unsuccessful attempt to transition FM/AM stations 
to new digital-only positions in the L-Band — rather than something like the In-Band On-Channel conversation in the U.S. — 
serves as a “sober reminder” that regulators’ control of the marketplace is limited.

NextRadio ad campaign begins Monday.  Half way into a three-year agreement with Sprint to put FM on 30 million 
smartphones, the industry’s marketing efforts will begin Monday.  A series of spots created by the ad agency DeVito/Verdi 
will begin airing on stations to alert consumers there’s a way to wake up FM on smartphones.  In a letter to the industry, 
National Association of Broadcasters president Gordon Smith is asking stations to air the commercials, which have been 
tailored by format.  “A wide variety of produced spots are available, and each station should evaluate and select the spots 
that best align with their business interests,” Smith says.  The goal is to get each station to air at least 20 spots per week 
between 6am and 12mighnight, but in a recent interview Emmis CEO Jeff Smulyan said he hoped stations would run more 
than that.  “If we all pitch in with 25 spots per week per station, we’ll have a campaign worth hundreds of millions of dollars,” 
he said.  As the NextRadio developer, Smulyan said his company’s city-based magazines will also run print ads promoting 
the technology.  “This is the last piece of the puzzle,” Smulyan said, predicting, “If the American public understands this, it 
will be everywhere.”  To date the NextRadio app has been downloaded 1.8 million times.  Devito/Verdi co-founder Ellis Verdi 
says the campaign will roll out in a “few phases” telling Inside Radio in a recent interview the first portion will focus on the 
fact there’s something hidden inside the phone. “Then as it gets adopted, it’s a matter of educating and telling people about 
this great app,” he said. 

Cold bursts pipe — and floods Worcester cluster.   A thundering crashing noise and then water pouring into the studio 
like a rain storm is how morning drive came to an abrupt end at Cumulus Media’s hot AC WXLO, Worcester, MA (104.5) 
yesterday.   A six-inch water pipe in the upper floors of  the cluster’s downtown Worcester office building froze in the frigid 
temperatures and burst around 8:35am, sending water cascading through the ceiling and onto WXLO’s equipment.   The 
water also rained down inside the studios of sister stations classic hits “100 FM The Pike” WWFX and country “98.9 Nash 
Icons” WORC-FM.  The electricity was cut and the building was evacuated, leaving the three stations off the air for hours.   No 
one was hurt and by early afternoon all three FMs were back up and running.  But with water that was ankle deep in spots, 
the cleanup continues.  Market manager Bob Goodell told Charter TV 3 that WXLO’s studios are “probably destroyed” and 
he expects they’ll need to bring down walls to avoid mold problems in the future.
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Big shareholder thinks Journal deserves more seats on Scripps board.  Journal Communications’ board is recommending 
shareholders vote in favor of its merger with E.W. Scripps, but a big shareholder may not take that advice.  Mario Gabelli, 
whose funds control 19% of Journal stock, says he’s not happy with the representation shareholders will get on the board 
once the two companies combine.  In a regulatory filing, Gabelli says he is “considering abstaining or voting against the 
proposed transactions.”  But he tells the Milwaukee Business Journal the board probably has enough support to get the 
Journal-Scripps deal approved regardless of how he votes.  Gabelli isn’t one to hold his tongue.  Broadcasters will remember 
he pressured Fisher Communications’ board to sell the company, advice it eventually took and struck a deal with Sinclair 
Broadcast Group.  With Journal, Gabelli has been pushing the company to spin-off its newspaper division for the past three 
years.  Under the three-step Scripps merger he’ll get his wish, with the two companies’ broadcast properties joining forces.  
Gabelli tells the MBJ the merger’s logic makes sense.  But he isn’t happy that Journal’s shareholders will hold just 31% of 
Scripps and have what he considers to be too few seats on the board.  Both companies will hold a stock vote on March 11.  

Paula Deen cooks up a radio launch.  It’ll be radio with a side of butter, as restaurant owner-
turned-media personality Paula Deen brings her style of Lowcountry cooking to radio.   Dean is 
partnering with Compass Media Networks to launch a daily radio vignette and a weekly long-
form podcast.  Both shows are set to debut May1.  Deen says her “Get Cooking” daily feature 
will run one minute and will offer tips on both the kitchen — and life.  Compass expects the 
daily vignettes to appeal to country and news-talk stations.   The “What’s Cooking” weekly 
half-hour podcast will feature Deen and her creative director Brandon Branch.  It will reside on 
affiliate websites as well as on Deen’s own website and sites such as iTunes.  As part of her 
media comeback, Deen launched a new subscriber-based digital network last September.

Inside Radio News Ticker…Shari Gonzalez named sales VP in Miami...Shari Gonzalez will bring more than a quarter 
century’s worth of sales experience to iHeartMedia as she joins the company’s Miami cluster as vice president of sales.  
Gonzalez most recently was general sales manager at Beasley Media Group’s cross-town rhythmic CHR “Power 96” WPOW.  
“Shari’s experience of leading successful teams made her a natural choice for the position,” market manager Lonny Anger 
says.  Gonzalez earlier worked in the Washington, DC market…Duluth FM changes formats…Red Rock Radio’s “NU-
92” WWAX, Duluth, MN will drop its hot AC format and switch to sports as “92.1 The Fan” on March 2.  Sports sister “The 
Fan 1490” KQDS will air the same lineup.  The stations will mostly use a lineup of shows beamed in from iHeartMedia’s 
“Sports Radio 100.3” KFXN-FM, Minneapolis.  Red Rock president Shawn Skramstad calls moving sports to FM a “major 
commitment” to the format.  WWAX will start airing University of Minnesota-Duluth men’s hockey next month and UMD 
football will move from KQDS to WWAX next fall.  It will also air Minnesota Wild hockey…People Moves…Wayne Randazzo 
joins the New York Mets radio team.  And Todd Michaels moves to afternoons at “The Coyote” in Las Vegas.  Read more 
People Moves HERE.
  

Congress looks for White House meddling at FCC.   The House Commerce Committee has launched an investigation into 
decision-making procedures at the Federal Communications Commission.  That includes what it believes may be White House 
meddling connected to the pending net neutrality rulemaking. House Republicans think the Obama administration forced 
FCC chairman Tom Wheeler to change course toward designating the internet as a utility, undermining the “independence 
and openness” of the agency. But the investigation’s scope goes further and could impact all FCC decision-making, including 
on media issues.  The Committee says it will look into Wheeler’s expanded use of so-called delegated authority, which gives 
the Media Bureau and other bureaus the ability to make decisions that once went to the five commissioners.    Proponents 
argue it streamlines FCC process, but some congressional Republicans think Wheeler has taken it too far to sidestep the 
regular rulemaking procedure.  “It is not appropriate for use with regard to new or novel questions of law or policy,” the 
Committee writes in a letter to Wheeler.  Looking for the White House’s fingerprints, the committee has asked Wheeler to turn 
over emails, documents and other information connected to decision-making process by March 4.  Two other congressional 
committees are already examining FCC operations.
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

MANAGER, CLIENT SOLUTIONS – NYC 
HeartMedia,  New York seeks a Manager, Client Solutions. 
This position will lead or collaborate in ideation and development 
of strategic marketing programs for national advertising clients 
supporting iHeartMedia’s sales team. The Manager, Client Solutions 
will utilize understanding of multi-media assets to create large-scale 
and compelling national programs that win business. This person will:

• Provide program ideation support to assigned sales teams and high-
priority clients to help formulate innovative marketing strategies and 
promotional campaigns
 • Help develop and write integrated marketing proposals (radio, events, 
digital, outdoor) for clients in partnership with relevant divisions of 
iHeartMedia
• Work with various internal groups to obtain input and approval on 
client concepts - programming, editorial, events and activations, media 
planning teams

At least 6 years of relevant work experience in Media, Marketing or a 
related field, and exceptional knowledge of 
marketing strategies, concepts and practices
required. 

For a full list of qualifications and 
requirements, or to apply for this 
position, please CLICK HERE.

iHeartMedia is an equal opportunity employer.

MARKET MANAGER & SALES EXECUTIVES
Nashville/Memphis/Kansas City/Ft. Wayne/Modesto/

Fresno/Lincoln/Omaha

Bott Radio Network a national leader in quality Christian Talk Radio 
is seeking an experienced Market Managers & Sales Executives 
in several markets. The ideal candidate will have at least five years’ 
prior experience in sales management and outside sales. Candidate 
must have a proven sales in achieving team goals and individual sales 
goals. Must have superior leadership and communication skills, and 
the ability to train and develop top performing sales people to grow 
local and regional revenue. Must be skilled at prospecting, qualifying 
and closing new accounts, while servicing existing accounts, including 
effective scheduling, copywriting, exceptional account service and 
computer skills. Radio experience is preferred. If your experience is 
a good match, send your resume and cover letter to: 
 
Pat Rulon 
10550 Barkley
Overland Park, Kansas 66212

Or you may fax to Pat Rulon at 913.642.1319,
or email: prulon@bottradionetwork.com                   E.O.E.

KRNB AFTERNOON 
DRIVE PERSONALITY

Are you a multi-dimensional, 
superstar media personality? 
Do you “live” and “breathe” the 
“Smooth R&B” 25-54 lifestyle?  
Can you captivate listeners 
on-air, on social media and in-
person? Have you mastered PPM 
and appointment listening?  Do 
you seek every opportunity to 
engage listeners where they live, 
work and play? If so, Service 
Broadcasting may have a rare 
career opportunity for you. 
 
Our new KRNB Afternoon Drive 
Personality must know how to 
connect emotionally with listeners 
to positively impact ratings and 
relationships. This is a position for 
an “entertainer,” not a jock. 

Send your mp3, resume, 
references and social media 
links to: SBG HR Manager

Debbie Henry at 
jobs@KRNB.com

No phone calls please. E.O.E.

PLACE YOUR 
JOB OPENING HERE!

EMAIL: 
ADS@INSIDERADIO.COM 

RADIO PROS 
FOUND HERE!
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